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1. Red stakes a claim to the northwest of the board and I do the same for 

the southwest. I want to exclude red from a large area of open spaces 

around the edge. Placing 3 spaces from the edge makes it difficult for 

red to place closer to the edge of the board without using or blocking 

the edge spaces. 

    

2. Red extends its frontier towards the north. I play in the northeast to 

prevent red from walling off too much space. Red still has a strong 

position in the north. The 2 red miners are a knight’s move apart, which 

is a generally good placement choice. It provides 3 different ways to 

connect the miners with just 2 moves. 



    

3. Red places near the center at F7, possibly to prevent me from linking my 

two miners. I reply at C6 to try to claim the southeast, but this is a poor 

placement. It’s too close to the edge, and far enough from my other 

miner at G10 to allow red to place its own miner between them, 

preventing me from linking these two miners. They are also too close to 

justify placing another of my own miners between them. 

    

4. Red’s placement at D4 prevents me from establishing a strong southern 

frontier. My miner at C6 is now in a difficult spot – I can’t protect it with 

a link  to G4, red’s miners prevent placements to the north and west, 

placing to the south and east would be too close to the edge to be 

useful, and placing to the northeast would concentrate 3 of my miners 

too closely together. I ignore the problem for the moment, placing at J6 

in the hopes of creating a first-turn removal threat against I7. 



    

5. Red turns the tables, placing at K8. I can’t reply effectively without 

concentrating my miners in the northwest corner. Red has an 

unchallenged presence in the south, so I play C2, trying again for a first-

turn removal against D4. This time, I can place either at E3 or B3 to 

complete the threat and enable me to remove D4 in one move. So, I 

think this time I am safe from Red’s reply. 

    

6. I am wrong: E8 separates my eastern miners. If I don’t reinforce G10, 

red will take the entire north easily. H8 is a hail mary – a last attempt to 

sow some chaos from which a positive result may emerge. Red has 

outplayed me in setup, and I find myself without a good strategy. C5 is 

my first move, trying to threaten D4. 

 



    

7. E6 protects D4, shutting down my feeble attempt at a threat. C6 is now 

doomed to removal, and my first move is wasted. I play F9, thinking that 

if red removes C6, I can replace it at F8 and remove red’s E8. If red plays 

F8 to remove my miner a F9, I can replace it at D5 and remove red’s 

miner at D4. 

    

8. But red is too savvy for this. E7 removes my miner at F9 and also creates 

a t-rex, which prevents me from reconnecting to this area from my SE 

miner at C6. I could replace at D5, establishing a strong SE presence and 

setting up to remove red’s miner at D4. But my center miner at H8 is 

gone next turn unless I reinforce it, which would give the whole north to 

red. I play H9 to prevent this – at least it gives me a removal threat 

against J10. 

 



    

9. Red removes C5, which I had to sacrifice in order to reinforce H8. I 

replace it in the south at C3, to retain some presence in that area. 

    

10. Red traps my southern miners in a diamond, preventing me from 

expanding to the SE at B3. But, this also cuts off red from the southwest, 

at least for now. It also gives me some much-needed tempo, which I use 

to remove red’s miner at J10. I now have a fighting chance at a real 

presence in the north. 

 



    

11. Red returns its miner at H10, protecting its structure in the northeast 

from that direction. Red’s miner move to C5 prepares to stop any 

advance from my southern group. I now turn to my position in the 

northwest, which is still weak. H5 protects my miner at J6, enabling me 

to replace it if it is removed. It also increases the threat against I7. 

    

12. Red joins its northwest miners at J8. Now that red’s miners are linked, 

they can remove my northwest miner at J6 by forming a whirligig at I6 

and advancing south, preventing me from replacing the miner and 

significantly weakening my position in the northwest. I must defend by 

connecting at I6 and advancing my miner. 

 



    

13. Red takes K7 to forestall any further advances into the northwest from 

my group there. This opens up the other side of red’s structure to attack 

– I play at K10 to threaten double removal and force a response. 

    

14. Red replies by building a t-rex at K8. My position is not nearly as 

hopeless as it seemed in the opening, and I take stock of the whole 

board position to formulate a strategy. Red has a large chunk of 

territory in the east, protected well by a group of 4 miners. I don’t have 

anything nearly so solid – 3 separate groups of 2 miners each, one of 

them trapped in a diamond with few options. My best chance to pick up 

territory is in the west – even though I only have 2 miners there, my 

position does have a few advantages. The diamond that red built in the 

south to trap me has also made it impossible for red to invade the west 

from that position. Above the diamond is a t-rex, further blocking red 



and giving me plenty of space and time to build a blocking structure 

across the center. In the northwest, red’s structure of t-rexes has given 

it a bad choice – either play M8 and give up advancing in the north, or 

play M9 and give up advancing in the northwest. Either way, I will be 

able to protect about 5 spaces in that area. I will wait to commit my 

northern group until red makes its choice in the northwest. My 

southern group has a choice similar to red’s northwest group – either 

advance in the southwest or the southeast, but not both. Since I already 

have a plan to take the west, I will use this group to use up a bit of red’s 

territory in the southeast – red has to come from B4 to defend, which is 

pretty far away. My offensive will use up 5 spaces in red’s southeast 

territory. Since I don’t want to commit my northern group yet, and the 

southern group does not need a tempo advantage, I begin building my 

blocking structure at G5. 

    

15. Red plays at G7, threatening my northwest group through the center. 

It’s a good thing I started my blocking structure last turn because I will 

have just enough time to complete it now. But, I make an error: I should 

have built a diamond at F4. Instead I build a t-rex at F5. This will cost me 

a space in the endgame. However, red may have played differently if I 

had built a diamond, so there is no way to know how it would have 

turned out. 

 



    

16. Apprehending my newly strengthened position in the west, red plays 

M8 to challenge me in the northwest. Since red can no longer enter the 

north from its northwest group, my northern group is free to advance 

towards the east, at J11. 

    

17. I expected red to challenge me at I11, but instead red creates a t-rex at 

H11 to enable it to protect its northeast position with a single miner. 

This allows me to advance further to J12. This is a critical moment: red’s 

large eastern territory has become overextended. Red would need 5 

miners to defend if it advanced at I11, since I could then build around 

starting with a whirligig from K12, to invade along the edge of the 

board. Red must block with tile placements instead, allowing me to 

advance farther east. 

 



    

18. Red finally turns north, connecting at I12. At this point, the basic 

territory of the game is nearly determined: red has a large area in the 

east, and I have two smaller areas in the west and the north. We will 

trade away some spaces in the south and the northwest before we must 

begin filling in our fully-protected territory. What both players have 

failed to notice is that I must build a t-rex around J5 to protect my 

western territory from invasion from the northwest. I must start before 

red begins to attack at M7 in order to finish on time. But as I said, I have 

failed to realize this, so I instead advance in the south at B1. 

    

19. Red replies in the south at B4, beginning the process of trading away the 

last contested spaces in the south. I continue the process at A1. 

 



    

20. Red continues to advance in the south at A3. Now, I realize my error. 

Because I built a t-rex instead of a diamond in round 15, I can’t use my 

miner at I6 to advance in the northwest – it must remain where it is to 

prevent red from invading my western territory. The only way I can 

protect the west is by building a t-rex around J5. Luckily, I have realized 

this before red, and I begin immediately at J5. 

    

21. Red advances in the northwest at M7, but it is too late. J4 puts me 1 

move away from completing my t-rex wall, but red is 2 moves away 

from connecting. 

 



    

22. Red advances at L6, but I complete my t-rex at I4. My western territory 

is now fully protected. 

    

23. Red plays at J13. This prevents both of us from advancing from this 

corner structure, which is now composed of two t-rexes. We both have 

other ways of accessing our own territory, so this does not actually 

block either of us in an important way. But it is better for red than 

playing at I13, which would have allowed me a whirligig and thus an 

additional placement in my own territory at K13. Basically, red can play 

either at J13 or I13, and J13 has the advantage of preventing me from 

using K13, without changing the actual number of spaces he can use in 

his own territory. I finish out our final stretch of contested territory with 

A2. 



The game is now basically over, since all territory has been determined 

and we must simply fill in our fully protected spaces, similar to the end 

of a game of Amazons. But since placement in Mattock is a bit more 

opaque than in Amazons, we decide to play it out to the end to be sure 

of the result. Each player has exactly 15 moves left, but since red has to 

play first, blue is able to place the last tile and thus wins the game with 

zero available spaces left. Here is the final position: 

 

 

I was quite pleased with this game, both as a player and as a designer. 

Even though I started in a very bad position, I was able to come back 

and win in a very close and dramatic game. This game is also notable in 

that the board has two entirely separate labyrinths. 


